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Bob De Smith
My. garage. is. a. mess.. . Anyone. who. has. seen.
my. desk—at. either. home. or. office—will. not. be.
surprised.by.this....But.still,.the.family.van.has.been.
parked.outside. its.stall. for. the. last.month.. .Having.




Now,. explanations. are. not. far. to. seek.. . I’ve.
mentioned.one.already:..I.just.work.best.around.piles.
of . stuff—more.or. less. always.have.. .For. example,.
writing.an.essay.for.me.is.really.an.exercise.in.creating.
unsteady. piles. of . papers,. books,. notes,. and. food.
items...It’s.a.kind.of .writer’s.voodoo:..if .I.get.all.the.
stacks.right,. the.paper.takes.care.of . itself.. .At. least.
that’s.how.it.looks.from.the.outside...And.during.a.
semester. of . teaching,. the. growing. disorder. in. my.










tasks.. .And. it.does.work,.mostly,.but.I. think.I.was.
better.at.locating.a.new.season’s.tools.(a.center.punch.




gloves.. . I.wear.work. gloves. regularly. for. outdoor.
tasks—it’s.a.compromise.between.my.usually.soft-
handed.life.as.a.professor.of .English.and.the.rough.
surfaces. of . shingles,. mower. blades,. and. wood-




the.way.. . Just.hand.me.a. stuck. jar.or. tell.me. that.
the. urinals. in. the. bathroom. are. gushing. without.
ceasing.and.I’ll.wade.in...My.gloves?..See,.I.lost.them.






So.maybe.disorder. for.me. is.defined.by. some.







Of . course. it. is.. . It’s. a. one-and-a-half . stall,. wood-









So. I. admit. to. envy,. though. of . a. particularly.
righteous.kind:..I.pass.by.new.homes.being.built.with.
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once,. while. relaxing. after. a. Christmas. Eve. dinner,.
and. in. the.merry. spirit.of . the. season,.developed.a.
comparison.we.labeled.the.“axle.count.”..Everything.
that.has.wheels.counts—lawn.mowers,.motorcycles,.















The. clutter. of . ongoing. projects. was. barely.
manageable.until.about.four.years.ago...That’s.when.






bumpers. are. in. a. rented. garage. across. the. street,.





garage,. . and.many. spare. parts. (including.window.











contain. lengths. of .wood,. buckets. of . bolts,. spools.
of .wire,.used.car.parts,.lawn.mower.blades,.and.bike.































putting. away. tools. (maybe. pausing. to. wipe. them.
down),. sorting. through. papers,. refilling. recycled.
coffee. cups.with. short. pencils,. popsicle. sticks,. and.
other.essentials,.and.putting.away.those.gloves.. .I’ll.
get.distracted,.probably,.finding.that.rain.gauge.that.
I.need.to.put.out.or.cocking.an.ear.to.the.first.news.
of .the.day.on.the.radio...It’s.oddly.satisfying,.even.if .
incomplete.work...It’s.also.very.temporary,.but.what.
attempt.at.neatness.is.not?
I.might.even.get.out.a.tape.measure.and.dream.
about.the.garage.I’ll.build.to.replace.this.one.someday..
Bigger.barns,.my.son,.bigger.barns!
